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The Situation We Face 

• Less staff 
• Less time 
• More demands 

 

• Training demands have not diminished 
– May have increased 
 

• NJPEOSH is enforcing training 
requirements 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Department managers are faced with new challenges in current economic climate.  ‘Doing more with less’ has a significant impact on training.  Lay-offs and attrition has led to smaller staffs.  Overtime has been severely restricted.  Yet the demands upon departments have not been seen the same reduction.NJPEOSH has not reduced any training regulations.  And they will not accept ‘you didn’t have time’ as an excuse.  In fact, many departments have had to cut divisions, making all workers generalists.  As generalists, workers need to be trained in multiple skills, whereas as specialists in a Division, they only had to be trained in one area.NNPEOSH is still an enforcement agency.  They do not accept, “We didn’t have time” as a reason for being late with required training.  As can  be seen by any quarter’s Most Cited Standards by NJPEOSH



Challenges 

• Meet training regulations 

• Cover needed topics 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenge department heads, training administrators, and educators face in thes situations is toMeet minimum training regulations – BARE MINIMUMThis should not be our goal, but our starting pointIdentify other training needsFrom accidents and near missesFrom observed mistakes during JSO and workplace visitsProfessional development of workforce    These areas can make a real difference in the effectiveness, efficiency, and professionalism of our workers.    Too often these areas are neglected in the crunch of other demands.



Identify NJPEOSH’s MINIMUM Training  

• Many OSHA standards have training requirements 
– Hazard Communication, Exposure Control, LOTO, 

Fire Prevention and extinguisher, Emergency 
Action Plans, etc. 
 

• Other Regulatory Agencies have training 
requirements 
– MUTCD, DOT & CDL, EPA , etc. 

 
• General Duty Clause 

– Workers must be trained on equipment and tasks 
BEFORE  they perform them 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most occupational safety training needs can be identified in the OSHA regulations.  Several regulations contain specific training points.  They include Hazard Communication, Bloodborne Pathogen (Exposure Control), Lock Out / Tag Out, Fire Prevention, fire extinguisher, and Emergency Action Plans.But there are others that should be evaluated:The MUTCD for tasks on roadwaysDOT for CDL drivers and vehiclesEPA for handling waste (asbestos, lead, etc.) or hazardous material releasesThe General Duty Clause is a catch-all for additional training needs.  For example, operating utility and construction vehicles, mowers, etc.Employers should investigate multiple sources to develop a list of their training needs.  Your Safety Director’s office can help.



Identify Other Training Needs 

• Accident s & Near Misses 
– Sprain-Strains 
– Slip-Trip-Falls 
 

• Departmental policies & 
procedures 

 

• New equipment / tasks 
 

• Observed deficiencies 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But beyond OSHA regulations, employers should look at training needs that more directly lead to injuries.The two most common types of injuries to workers are sprain / strain and Slip-trip-falls.  Neither one of these are covered directly in OSHA regulations.Many of the OSHA regulations we mentioned a minute ago, also have employer-specific components.  But perhaps most important are observed acts and conditions created by employees.  Obviously, these have to be addressed.



Training Needs Assessment Exercise 

• On Training by Job Title Worksheet 
– List job titles in your department 
– Start with department head, then middle 

supervisors, then workers 
– Don’t forget seasonal, part-time, etc. 

• Use the MSI Assessment Guide to determine 
whether a job title needs specific training 

• 10 - 15 minutes 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process starts with determining the training needs of your staff.  The MSI has provided two resources to assist.  



MSI & Technical Courses 

• MSI 
– Requested on your schedule, at your site 
– 40+ courses available 
 

• Technical Courses 
– Colleges & community colleges 
– Trade group & academies 
– Training companies & groups 

7 What are benefits and challenges ? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many members have relied heavily on the traditional MSI and other Instructor-led class room lectures.Discuss with class the advantages & disadvantages of MSI classes.



MSI & Technical Courses 

• MSI 
– Requested year plus in advance 
– Limited number of courses & generalized 
 

• Technical Courses 
– Often involve fees and travel expenses 
– Schedule limitations 
– Time to schedule, pay 
– Larger selection of courses available 
– Subject matter experts & credibility 8 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many members have relied heavily on the traditional MSI and other Instructor-led class room lectures.Discuss with class the advantages & disadvantages of MSI classes.



Time & Money ! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at the number of classes needed.  Look at the number of hours that represents.  Multiply that by the number of employees.  Figure in additional time such as travel, lag time, re-scheduling time, etc.



The Solution 

Change the Way We Think about 
Safety (training) 

 
Build a blended training plan 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The solution is think beyond the traditional classroom to meet our training needs.  By building training into everyday activities, we can lessen time in the classroom, including travel time, down time, and actual classroom time.



Advantages are Significant 

• Deliver only the training needed 
– Minimize unnecessary training time 

• Provide more relevant training 

• Allow for timely topics to be covered 
– Increases motivation 

• Decrease costs associated with training 
– Travel time 
– Fees 

• Flexible scheduling 11 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yet the Advantages are significant:Canned classes, such as MSI, often include material for multiple audiences.  Some of the material will not apply to your operationsExtra (unnecessary) classroom timeLoss of interest in relevant material by your workersAllows for current events to be inserted to increase timeliness and relevancy, which may increase motivation of your workersDecreases costs associated with trainingClass fees (MSI is free, but other classes such as NSC, etc. usually have fees)Travel and lost productivity timeAllows the department to schedule training on their scheduleInclement weatherImmediately after an eventShorter training sessionsBetter attention



In-house Trainers 

• MSI Bloodborne Pathogens Train-the-Trainer & 
Forklift Evaluator Training 

• NJDHSS 
– Right to Know / HazCom 

• Center for Advanced Infrastructure & Technology 
– Flagger / Work Zone trainers 

• UMDNJ – Respiratory Protection 

• NSC – CEVO, DDC, Forklift Operator 

12 What are benefits and challenges ? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In-house trainers provide the advantages of live instructors (knowledgeable & credible), timeliness and flexibility.  The slide lists several organizations that provide TtT programsAdvantages:Flexible schedulingOpportunity for staff to growPre-packaged training programsDisadvantages:Time needed to custom-tailor programsDocumentation o



FAQ - Trainer Qualifications 

• Very few require ‘CERTIFIED’ instructors 
– Hazard Communication 

 
• Most require ‘QUALIFIED’ instructors 

– Combination of education and experience 
– Have documented 
– Work from a lesson plan 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very few OSHA and NJPEOSHA standards require a CERTFIED instructor. One exception is to teach HazCom  and HazMat Awareness / Operations to Public EmployeesCertified means the instructor has demonstrated proficiency in a classroom and usually a written & performance testMost OSHA standards say a person providing education and training must be QUALIFIEDQualified means the person has a combination of education and experience to provide the necessary background to teach the materialSeniority is not a determining factorBest Practice is to have the instructor’s credentials on-hand in case NJPEOSH requestsBest Practice is to have the lesson plan / PowerPoint / description of video, etc. on hand in case NJPEOSH requests



Suppliers 

Personal Protective Equipt. Vehicles & Equipt. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use your suppliers of vehicles, equipment, chemicals, PPE, etc.Who has used vehicle suppliers as trainers?  Any thing smaller?  How about PPE?



On-Line Training 

15 What are benefits and challenges ? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year the MSI and LMS introduced several on-line classes.  They includeNew Employee OrientationOffice SafetyDrivingIn the coming weeks, Bloodborne Pathogens & Hazard Communication will be available.



Added Challenges 

• Meet training regulations 

• Cover needed topics 

• Identify and cover training points 

• Document our activities 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But there are challenges with this approach:The employer will need to identify training regulations, and training pointsThe employer will need to cover the identified training pointsAnd document 



Group Exercise 

Bloodborne Pathogens 

Critical Points Site-specific concerns Training 
Resource 

Availability and 
explanation of ECP 

Location of ECP and 
contact info of 
Administrator 
Tasks with occupational 
hazards 

Departmental policies Washing Hands 

Reporting an exposure 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The worksheets have the training points either under a OSHA standard or otherwise.  If you were going to cover that training point, what information would you have to provide to workers?For example, under BBP, one training point is the availability and explanation of the employer’s Exposure Control Plan.  If I was going to cover this point, I would talk about where the plan is, who to contact if they had a questionWhat job titles or job tasks have an occupational exposure under my plan, etc.



Plan to Cover Needed Points 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at how to build a training plan to cover the points you’ve just broken down.  We are going to discuss several options available to members to meet your needs



Toolbox Talks & Videos 

• Advantages 
– Convenient to have on hand and schedule 
– Free to cheap (borrow, stream, create) 
– Easy to customize 

 

• Disadvantages 
– Incomplete, must be augmented with site-specific 
– May include wrong or dated information 
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What are benefits and challenges ? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toolbox Talks and videos are available through the MSI and other outlets such as YouTube, NJPEOSH Library, etc.Could you deliver a couple of TbT and a video to cover the points you identified for fire safety, evacuation, etc.  I think so.If you google information, watch where you get it from.



Current Events 

Jan 13, 2011; East Brunswick 
NJ Worker falls 30 feet, dies 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current events make for good Toolbox Talks.  They have the advantage of being timely and immediately relative.  Newspaper articles may have pictures.



NIOSH FACE Reports  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIOSH FACE Reports are ready-made TbT.  NIOSH investigators already did all the work.  They identified what went wrong and what needs to be done to fix the mistakes.  They include pictures, and discussion points.They are available at www.cdc.gov/niosh



E-mail Alerts and Notices 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sign up for e-alerts.  Great resource for breaking news, recent changes in laws or standards, etc.  Or use trade journal articles, if not on-line.Pass Out the Resource Page.



During JSO or Facility Inspections 
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What are Benefits and Challenges ? 

• These are teaching moments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Job Site Observations are already a teaching encounter.  They should be positive coaching events.If the observer documents his conversation of PPE when using a gas saw to cut concrete pipe, could that satisfy some of your PPE training needs?The challenge is to document the learning exchange.  It does not need to be a full-blown lesson plan.  It does not have to be searchable.Just a few notes on the topic(s) discussed.  Combine a few of these and PPE training could be satisfied.



Use Pictures as Learning Tools 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anyone think they could not conduct a ladder safety class on just this picture?



Pictures for Sprain / Strain Awareness 

Great way to stop action and discuss 
body position / body mechanics 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strains and sprains to back and shoulders are the most common injury to public employees.  When was the last education or training you provided on this subject (beyond MSI class)?Too often workers can not SEE themselves.  By using pictures as a positive learning tool, not to prove they were doing something wrong, it has the advantages of allowing the worker see himself and how the task could be performed differently to better protect their backs.Professional athletes study pictures and videos to ‘GET BETTER’.  Shouldn't we follow their lead?



Skill Sheets 

The candidate, wearing full protective gear (chaps, boots, 
gloves, eye, & hearing) shall demonstrate the proper use 
of a gas-powered chainsaw 

Action P F 

Checks the area for hazards 
Inspects the saw for good condition and proper fluid 
levels. 
Turns switch to ‘ON’ position, operates choke, and 
locks on throttle. 
Pulls cord to start, while holding saw in stable and 
acceptable position 26 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Skill sheets are a list of critical skills that a person should demonstrate to show proficiency.  Many individuals are familiar with a CPR skills evaluation sheet. Ask the class “What skills should a worker be able to do before you would say they are trained?”They should be able to check fluids, chain tension, and general condition of sawThey should be able to start a cold saw, properly using the chokeEtc. . . .That is a skill sheet.They provide a big advantageExcellent documentation of the skills demonstratedChallenge is to create or find a good skill sheet.  One source is the Owners’ Manual. Go back to JSO.  What if you completed a Skill Sheet on the operator properly using the saw.  Could you document tool training if NJPEOSH asked?



Documenting Your Activities 

• Have a plan 
– A three, four, or five year plan is 

recommended 
 

• Challenge is to find way to document without 
overly burdening the work 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully you see the benefits of using a blend of resources to meet your training needs, minimize down time, and IMPROVE the training you provide.  The challenge is to document this blend of training and to show how you have met your training needs.Using the MSI has a built-in documentation.  Certificates and LMS reports.Employers and trainers are going to need to build in some documentation also.  Have something.



What are your Thoughts ? 
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